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Last updated on March 9, 2020Want to know what is the best race of Elders Scrolls online? Which race is best for your ESO build? How to choose race and class in ESO? These are all common questions for beginners, and we answer them all! Senior Scrolls Online has passed its 5th anniversary, so it is
clear that the game has gone through many many changes during this time. One of the most important ones came with the Wrathstone Update in February and March 2019, but this guide is still applicable for 2020. Almost all racial passives for each race have been changed, a noticeable shift in meta.
One of the most frequent questions I'm asked is, What kind of ESO race should I play? and in this article I will try to answer that question. Should I worry about race and racial bonuses? While Race is not the most important component of your build in ESO, their Passive does have an impact, especially in
more complex content or PvP. Many players start not knowing what level of commitment they will have to the game, and often they become much more hardcore than they originally anticipated. For this reason, it makes sense to spend time learning what the race is playing, even if you don't expect to play
in any serious quality. While you can change your race later if you really want to, it will cost you money, and a bit of research could save you almost $30. It is also important to know that races are locked in factions in ESO. Each faction has 3 races, and Imperials are also available as a special purchase
that allows you to join any of the Alliances. The alliance to which you belong has only one effect in the modern ESO: locking you in the group of this faction in PvP (in Cyrodiil). This is not a big problem for most newbies, but you should check out the fraction page to get to know what they are behind, just
so you know the company you will be holding!. You can also unlock any race, any alliance for 1500 kronor in the crown store - but remember, you can't change the faction after creating a character! How to choose a race in ESO? There are two parts to choose your character's race. On the one hand, there
is a Roleplay goal - maybe you want a role-playing game of the unusual Khajiit raised by tall elves, who discovered the ability to magic. Maybe you want a fierce Dunmer Warrior role-playing game, or maybe you're trying to make your character match your own appearance, and discover the tall elves don't
have dark hair, so you have to choose a Wood Elf or a human rather than. If you choose your race for role-playing, you can still try to optimize it by selecting a class that matches its strengths, so in this case you want to look at our article classes and our many, many builds. The second part of choosing a
race is optimizing for the best build. If this is the route you take, it starts with thinking what is my style of play?. Want to use a bow or a big word? Then you will focus your points on Stamina. you are looking to manipulate the manipulation and command the henchmen? Then you look at magicka and spell
lovers. Do you want to be an unbreakable wall of uncontested power? Then you will look for health and Stamina raises. When choosing a race to optimize, first decide the weapon focus for your style of play. Read weapons skills to get an idea of what you will do. The second step is to look at the available
classes and choose one that will match the role you want to play with that weapon. Once you know your role, and if you're magicka or endurance-based (or health), you can look at the race and optimise for any of the roles available in the gameAldmeri Dominion RacesTo start we start with the Aldmeri
Dominion race (as it's the best) which is led by the valiant queen Irenen. Three races here: Altmer (High Elf), Bosmer (Wood Elf) and Hadjit, and they all have very different tricks. Altmer (High Elf) Lor: High Elves, or Altmer, arrived in Tamriel thousands of years ago from Old Aldmeris. They see
themselves, perhaps justifiably, as Tamriel's ruling race. They are highly cultured people, known for their breathtaking architecture and massive libraries of stories and creative works. They tend to be isolationists, mostly staying on Summerset Island, and only arise when they perceive a greater threat to
their homeland. They are powerful magicians and warriors, and de facto leaders of the Dominion Aldmeri. Please not that where applicable I only cover maximum rank bonuses: Just by looking at their racial liabilities, you can see that the high elves are more attuned to the Magicka side of things rather
than Stamina. This means ideally using them as Magicka DPS or healers because they both take advantage of the damage spells and Max Magicka increase. These types of builds use headquarters and are akin to Mages in other games, so if you want to make a magician-like character, High Elf is a
good choice. They also have an intriguing Passive in Spelling Charge that provides them with 645 Stamina if they have a higher Max Magicka and 645 Magicka if they have a higher Max Stamina, every 6 seconds if they use the ability of the class. This is good for both PvP and Tanking.In PvP, players
often CC you, causing you to break free or die. Since it uses Stamina, and Magicka Builds usually have much lower Stamina pools, you'll need all the Stamina you can get. And when Tanking, you will have more Stamina than Magicka, which allows you to get Magicka every 6 seconds. You can use this
Magicka to damage shields or other skills that enhance your survival, making it valuable passive.Best builds for high elvesBosmer (Wood Elf)Lore: Wooden Elves, or Bosmer, naughty, curious and dexterous. Because their homeland, Valenwood is often exposed to Kolov imperials, wood elves are experts
in the art of defense. They are also gifted archers, arguably the best in all of Tamriel. The capital of the Dominion of Aldmeri, Aldmeri, Root, lies in the heart of his homeland. It has become a center of political and cultural importance and is of vital strategic importance in the battle for Tamriel control.The
following racially passive Wood ElvesLooking over Passive you can see that wood elves are more likely to be Stamina-based characters, and those that include some stealth in their gameplay. This means they will use some combinations of war weapons like bows, swords and daggers. Stealth is not
particularly useful for PvE content outside of quests, but useful in PvP. And while Max Stamina is good for tanking, Stamina Recovery is not because Stamina Recovery stops during locking, which tanks do constantly. These bonuses place Wood Elves right in the S DPStamina category, with no much
flexibility if you want to optimize. Best builds for forest elvesKhajitLore: The population of the proud feline Hadjit has declined in recent years following a devastating outbreak of knahaten influenza. They owe a great debt to Irenen, the queen of the high elves, for her help in restoring order in the chaos that
followed the plague. They have a wry wit and hedonistic worldview, but they are scary on the battlefield. They are a strong hand of Aldmeri Dominion.The following racial liabilities of KhajiitThe Khajit racial liabilities are a bit of a mixed bag, and really facilitate any kind of game, although perhaps not as
good as some other races. Being harder to detect when sneaking, and increasing the chances of pickpocketing, notes Khajit as a Stealthier character. This helps with some quests, theft, and PvP. Consider choosing a Nightblade class when choosing a Khajit, if you're planning a PvP, a reduced detection
range makes them much harder to find. Khajits also benefit from a higher critical strike chance due to their Crit damage and Crete Healing bonus, so be sure to use the outfit that has this Stat.Best builds for KhajiitDaggerfall Covenant Second Alliance we will cover is the Daggerfall Covenant, which is led
by the high King Emerick. 3 races here: Breton, Orsimer (Ork) and Redguard. This Alliance has some of the best races in ESO. BretonLore: The men and women of High Rock once ruled high elf overlords. Some elven blood still flows in their veins, giving the Bretons an innate understanding of the magic
that distinguishes them from other human races. Passionate and bright, smart and resourceful, Bretons - famous and talented masters, astute merchants, gallant cavaliers and inventive wizards. They can also be proud and quarrel. Tales of war between the High Rock kingdoms make up much of their
history, but most revere the Eight Divine and value prosperity over glory. Below are Breton Passive SkillsBretons have a great focus on Magicka, and thus make a very good Magicka-based DPS or healers. Reducing magicka's abilities in combination with Magicka's recovery their excellent support,
allowing them to DPS or heal longer before using a potion or heavy attack to restore Magicka. Resistance spells are also nice to have, as it helps keep them alive longer, especially in PvP. If you know you want to play Magicka Build, this race is a fantastic choice. Best assemblies for BretonsOrismer
(Orc)Lore: While other races often consider orcs barbarians and even beasts, these noble warriors have an ancient culture forged from endless wars in their harsh mountain homelands. Orcs live under a simple code of honor, with which the strongest and strongest rules survive. As the greatest
blacksmiths in Tamriel, their weapons and armor are valued by warriors everywhere. During the reign of the Second Empire, when their kingdom of Orsinium finally gained provincial status, its restoration helped strengthen their devotion to the new Daggerfall Covenant.The following orc racial
PassivesOrcs have a great focus on the use of weapons, putting them square in the category of Stamina DPS. Their extra health and healing as well as help if they decide to tank or PvP. Their reduced sprint cost and increased speed also help tremendously with PvP, where you need to sprint frequently,
and can help them catch their prey or run if they find their self in a bad situation. Choose this race if you plan PvP often, or know that you want Stamina DPS. Best builds for OrcsRedguardLore: Redguards from Hammerfell are talented and athletic warriors born in combat. Desert people, their ancestors
migrated to Tamriel from the lost continent of Iokuda. Their culture is based on the preservation of ancient traditions and disregard for their harsh environment. They value honor and dignity above all else, combining deep reverence for the divine with suspicion of all things magical. Their capital is the
trading port of Sentinel, but their roots are deep in the sands of the Alik'r Desert. In their youth, the Redguards endure the rite of passage in the desert waste of Alik'r as a test of endurance and discipline. Only the strongest survive. Below are Redguard Racial PassivesMuch, like orcs, Redguards have a
substantial focus on the use of weapons, and have reduced costs when using them. This, combined with the Restoration of Max Stamin and Stamina with the help of attacks makes them ideal for the role of Stamina DPS or even a tank. Also, reducing the effectiveness of traps is excellent if you plan to
bewolf as the traps are really their Achilles heel. If you know you will use weapons and will Stamina focused, seriously consider taking Redguard as your race.Best builds for the RedguardEbonheart Covenant The last alliance we will consider is the Ebonhart Pact, which is led by Jorunn Skald-King. 3
races here: Dunmer (Dark Elf), Nord and Argonsky. These races are some of the most tanked in the game. Dunmer (Dark Elf) Lor: The birthplace of the Dark Elf Morrowind repeatedly invaded Akaviri and This history of conflict conflicts Dunmer's hardened warriors. They also have a natural affinity for
magic and great intelligence, making them skilled sorcerers. Below are dark elf Racial Passive Dark Elves an interesting race because they are equally good as Stamina and Magicka roles, making them a great choice for those who aren't sure how they want to play their character. They are also ideal for
those who want to take the Vampirism Skill Line, as additional flame resistance will help offset some of their weakness to fiery attacks. You can take this race if you can't decide between Stamina or Magicka, or you know you want to be a Vampire.Best builds for dark elvesNordLore: The Nords once
conquered most of Tamriel, and as a result, feel a certain right to rule. They broke the power of the Ayledes, almost drove the tall elves out of High Rock and conquered most of Razdoin, Morrowind's predecessor. The Nords are excellent in arms. They are quickly angry, noisy, and strong. They are natural
warriors who fight with the enthusiastic cruelty that scares their enemies. Below are Nord Racial PassivesNords is very hard to kill, and should be considered by those who want the tank as their main role, or for those who want PvP, as the extra physical and spelling resistance goes a long way in both of
these cases. The enlarged ultimate generation is also ideal for both of them, since Ultimate Abilities often determine the winner in Cyrodiil, and this can really improve your performance in group content. Choose this race if you know what Tank.Best Builds for NordsArgonianLore: Argonyians have cool
intelligence, and are well versed in magical arts, stealth, and the use of blades. They are also experts in guerrilla warfare, long accustomed to defending their borders from invaders. They often serve as scouts and skirmishers for the forces of Pact.The following Argony racial PassivesArgonians used for
one of the worst races in the game, but they have been some of the best for some time and they are the perfect race to choose if you plan to be a healer because of their increase before the healing is done. They also make very good tanks because of their increased health, and their ability to recover a lot
of resources when they consume potions. These same Passive also make them one of the best PvP races in the game, since all these things are useful in Cyrodiil, tanks or not. The best builds for ArgoniansNo AllianceProd the last race on our list does not belong to any Alliance, and it is the Imperials.
This race can only be obtained if you buy the Imperial Edition Update from the Crown Store, otherwise you won't have access to it. ImperialLore: The Emperor lives in Siorodil and the Imperial City, with his proud Empire now collapsed due to the Daedre invasion. There are imperial racial passiveimperials
to do tanks, not only because of their bonuses to health and Stamina, but but they restore all 3 resources when they are damaging, and have a cost reduction for all abilities. Tanks use both Stamina and Magicka quite regularly, and restoring them really helps. Health is just an added bonus. These same
qualities make them a worthy choice for PvP as well, although not as good as some other Races.Best builds for ImperialsFinal ThoughtsOne of the biggest misconceptions I see regarding Best Race, is that it is somehow tied to the class. It's not like 95% of the time and I've noted when the class of
dovetails is nice with this particular race. Which race is right for you depends largely on what you plan to do, on what resources you plan to pump Attribute points into. And, since new players don't always know what they want to do, it can be difficult to make a good recommendation. Finally, keep in mind
that the champion's points have a wide score. This means that if you get there in your champion points, and decide that you really want to play another race and don't want to spend money on a race-changing token, they will carry to your new character. It's quite normal for players to find out that they
really want to be a good time after they start playing and that makes it a little less painful. Don't be afraid to roll up a new character if you're not happy with what you've chosen. Stay tuned for more ESO Builds and ESO Content through 2019 as we dive deeper into Elsweyr and Scalebreaker DLC. Dlc.
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